The ClearView™ solution dashboard

What if you had the power to see everything?

The ClearView™ solution dashboard is the complete online fuel monitoring platform, giving you all of the information you need to manage your inventory and facilities from any web-enabled device. The intelligent software can detect shrink, quickly spot fraud or theft, determine meter error and find leaks faster than ever before.

Subscribe now and reap the rewards

- Complete insight into your inventory & facilities
- Accurate information delivered instantly to your fingertips
- Intelligent data improves understanding of your inventory
- Cost-effective solution saves you time & improves your bottom line

The ClearView™ solution dashboard is completely customizable and can be populated with different elements, depending on the users’ roles and responsibilities. It can be accessed remotely through your tablet, laptop or cellphone, so that you can manage your business without the need to be on site. The dashboard gives you the visibility of everything you need to reduce costs, drive down losses, gain peace of mind, maximize return on investment and grow your fuel business.
So, what will it do for me?

- Identify weak points in your business
- Aid predictive maintenance
- Help to prevent dispenser downtime
- Lower operational costs
- Improve logistics
- Centralize business management

The management tools you need...

- **Sudden Loss** React to potential tank leaks and theft and ensure that any fuel losses are minimized
- **Nozzle Flow Rate** Be alerted to user-defined flow rates that could affect the customer experience
- **Connectivity** Be notified when site equipment loses connectivity with the ClearView™ solution
- **Low Inventory** Observe tank inventory levels and order fuel in good time
- **Reports** Generate site or network-specific reports and easily download copies for your records
- **Nozzle Utilization** Track which nozzles are out of action and view their daily usage
- **Water** Monitor water alarms and react to sudden water ingress
- **ATG** Monitor ATG activity and respond immediately to gauge alarms

Why not give us a call and speak with a specialist today?
+1 972 497 9002